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Abstract
Previous work was done to create a baseline capital cost model for the SFR in which case
studies were performed to identify ways to decrease the capital costs while maintaining safety
and performance. This thesis expands on the capital cost model to include uncertainty analysis,
as well as performing qualitative cost evaluations for the fuel cycle and O&M costs.
An uncertainty model was developed from the available data for capital account costs, the
point estimate and the contingency. After evaluating several alternative uncertainty models, a
reasonable model was created by assuming the capital account costs to be lognormal
distributions and assigning the point estimate as the 10th percentile and the contingency
amount as the standard deviation for each of the accounts. The resulting Total Capital Cost
distribution fits the mental model of cost estimating practices for Engineering, Procurement
and Constructor (EPC) contractors. The Total Cost Distribution determined in this thesis has the
best estimate without contingency below the 10th percentile, the best estimate plus
contingency near the 50 th percentile, and the 90 th percentile equal to 110% of the best estimate
plus contingency.
Statistical analysis was performed on the SFR capital cost distribution and an assumed LWR
capital cost distribution. The purpose of this exercise was to determine the statistical
significance of the difference between the expected LWR and SFR capital costs for given mean
costs and standard deviations. The result is that the estimated cost of the SFR is greater than
the expected LWR cost and the difference is statistically significant. While the capital cost
distributions for the two reactors overlap, the methodology provides a way to quantify the
differences.
While fuel cycle costs for the reprocessing alternatives, aqueous and pyroprocessing, are largely
unknown, a comparison was made between the two based on several factors that could
influence the cost: capital costs, waste streams, proliferation concerns, and technology
readiness to inform the fuel choices for SFRs - namely oxide or metallic from a fuel cycle
perspective. As a result, the aqueous process is thought to be more economical based on
proven technology, reduced and lower cost waste streams, and the process costs of
reprocessing and fuel fabrication. Other factors, such as the symbiotic relationship between
LWRs and SFRs and the location of the facility, could have significant effects on the fuel cycle
cost component of the total cost of electricity for an SFR. Centralized facilities have economic
advantages in fuel cycle cost savings and depending on how spent fuel from light water reactors
is treated - namely as a cost to the utility for removal, it could be a fuel cycle savings for SFRs.
Based on SFR operating experience, there have been several O&M issues unique to the SFR
design which have the potential to increase O&M costs. Past operating experience is not
encouraging but if the lessons learned are applied in design, such as ease of inspection,
monitoring, and ease of replacement of known troublesome equipment, the expectation is that
there should be no inherent O&M cost differentials between LWRs and SFRs if best practices
are followed. The choice of fuel type for SFRs, namely metal or oxide, is left to other operating
plant capital cost decisions based on risk informed safety analyses.
Thesis Supervisor: Andrew C. Kadak
Title: Professor of the Practice Nuclear Engineering
Thesis Reader: Charles W. Forsberg
Title: Research Scientist, Executive Director MIT Fuel Cycle Project
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1 Introduction
1.1 Project Description
The Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR) is a Generation IV advanced nuclear reactor that uses the
fast neutron spectrum to sustain fission and produce energy and uses molten sodium as a
coolant. The advantage of fast reactors such as the SFR over the thermal, light water reactors
(LWR) that make up the current nuclear fleet worldwide is that they can utilize uranium more
efficiently than a thermal reactor. Also, fast reactors have the potential to breed fuel and to
transmute long-lived isotopes found in spent nuclear fuel into short-lived ones, thus decreasing
the amount of high level waste from nuclear power plants.
The SFR is the best prospect among fast reactors for commercial deployment at this time
because of its characteristics best support sustainability, economic feasibility, safety and
reliability, and proliferation resistance. Also, several SFRs have been built and operated around
the world, most notably in the US, France, Russia, and Japan, and the research and
development stage of this reactor type is more mature than other advanced reactor designs
(GIF, 2002). On the other hand, most of the SFR plants that have been built have not
demonstrated impressive operational reliability and the real and projected costs of SFRs are
higher than the cost of LWRs. The major contributor to the increased cost above that of an
LWR plant is the capital cost of the SFR, but the cost of the closed fuel cycle and operations and
maintenance (O&M) costs also contribute to the difference (Shropshire, 2009). In order to
achieve economic competitiveness with LWR plants, the SFR design must be evaluated for cost
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savings in all three of these areas. When evaluating the cost of the SFR and comparing it to
other methods of electricity generation (LWR, coal, natural gas, etc.), two figures are
significant: the overnight capital cost, reported in $/kWe, and the Levelized Unit Electricity Cost
(LUEC), in mills/kW-hr. The overnight capital cost is important because it represents the initial
investment needed to build the plant, which is a major deterrent to building new plants, but
the LUEC is even more significant because it best represents the cost of electricity to the
consumer and can be compared across technologies and fuel sources.
When evaluating the economics of the SFR and looking for ways to reduce costs, it is important
to maintain overall safety and proliferation resistance and to consider the possible regulatory
environment and requirements that will be in place at the time of the license application. The
Technology Neutral Framework (TNF) proposed by the US NRC (NRC, 2007) can be used as a
safety standard for the reactor design and can be assumed to represent the state of regulation
at the time of SFR deployment. As regards proliferation resistance, there is not yet an extensive
standard available, so evaluation on this front is more ambiguous regarding design alternatives.
The tool used to create an economic model and evaluate the cost of the SFR is the G4ECONS
model developed by the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) Economic Modeling Working
Group (GIF/Economic Modeling Working Group, 2008). This model requires inputs for capital
costs, O&M costs, fuel costs, and end of life costs and can be used to estimate cost top-down or
bottom-up. The costs used as input in the primary model were taken from the Advanced Liquid
Metal Reactor (ALMR) (Gokcek, 1995) because it is the SFR design with the most detailed cost
breakdown for the entire plant and fuel cycle. A reference model for a modern LWR design was
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also created to provide a reference for cost scaling and to compare an SFR and an LWR of
comparable power (Nitta, 2009).
1.2 Previous Work
This project is part of a larger multi-university Nuclear Energy Research Initiative Project
(Project # 08-020). The project team is made up of members from Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Ohio State University, and Idaho State University. The main goal of the overall
project is to propose a methodology using risk-based methods to improve the Sodium-Cooled
Fast Reactor economics while maintaining safety and to develop tools that support this
methodology.
Previous work was done to create a comprehensive model of the SFR capital costs and
estimated LUEC. This model was used in conjunction with a methodology which identifies areas
of cost savings in the design based on risk significance. The result was the identification of
areas where capital costs could be cut with design changes could lower the overall cost. It was
shown that up to 17% savings in the direct capital cost could be achieved with the various
changes without changing the overall safety of the facility as judged by risk metrics in the
Technology Neutral Framework.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to provide an assessment of the costs of the SFR based on fuel
cycle and O&M alternatives to inform design decisions since the assessment of capital costs
was addressed by Nitta (Nitta, 2009). This thesis will also address the uncertainties associated
with capital cost estimates. This work will complement previous work on the SFR project using
the TNF methodology for reducing SFR capital costs (Nitta, 2009).
An uncertainty analysis will be performed on the capital cost model. The SFR cost estimates are
based on engineering and estimating decisions, which carry uncertainty. This uncertainty, in
addition to the uncertainty inherent in estimating the costs of future technologies, materials,
and services, must be propagated in the calculations of capital costs. The end result will be an
uncertainty distribution of the cost of power for the SFR based on the economic analysis
instead of a point value only typically reported for nuclear technologies.
While fuel cycle costs are not as dominant as capital costs in the cost breakdown for the SFR,
there is still an opportunity to evaluate different options. This thesis will present a comparative
economics assessment linking the reprocessing technologies, fuel fabrication technologies, and
waste stream management costs, providing a compilation of the integrated choices available
and provide cost estimates for the complete process to inform the design choices of fuel types
(metallic or oxide). The two fuel/reprocessing combinations to be evaluated are metallic fuel
with pyroprocessing and oxide fuel with aqueous processing. In addition to identifying the
more economical fuel and reprocessing combinations, this thesis seeks to identify the sources
of cost difference between the two options.
O&M costs are similarly less significant than capital costs for a well operating SFR, however
operating experience has not been very good, raising the cost of power significantly. A
breakdown of the O&M cost contributors will be evaluated in the thesis. The elements of the
O&M cost can be compared to LWR O&M costs in order to identify the differences which may
put the SFR at an economic disadvantage. Once the cost breakdown is understood and the cost
differentials are identified, technological evaluation of the O&M costs will be performed to
identify areas for cost reduction and sensitivity analysis will be performed to see the impact of
O&M cost changes on the overall cost of electricity. This analysis will be achieved by examining
information for real operating experience, including problems that have been encountered in
actual operating experience, and determining how this experience has affected the cost of
electricity.
2 Capital Cost Uncertainty Analysis
Uncertainty analysis in the economic model was identified as a needed element in the project.
The economic model, as it stood, included only a point estimate for the capital cost with an
added contingency. This model was based on the reported information in the ALMR studies.
The drawback of only including the point estimate is that only limited analysis can be
performed on the cost and the cost in comparison to other options. Since a large nuclear
construction project has many unknowns and uncertainties in the cost and execution of the
final project, presenting a single point estimate is unrealistic in describing what the actual cost
might be. Presenting the capital cost as a distribution speaks to the fact the there is uncertainty
in the cost and that a point estimate cannot be accepted as an authoritative, final price. Also,
reporting the capital cost as a distribution allows probabilistic analysis to be performed and a
comparison to be made to LWR costs that gives more information than a simple price
difference between two estimated values. This is not typically done when cost information is
presented since numbers are reported as estimated cost plus contingency. However, by
applying distributions to the costs including contingencies, it may turn out to be that due to the
uncertainty ranges between the point estimates of SFR and LWR costs, that both may be within
the range of the other when compared on an equal basis.
In order to create a distribution, the available information was evaluated and the capital cost
was broken down into best estimate and contingency costs for the major capital line items in
the G4ECONS model, based on the ALMR data. Since these were the two available values for
each item, they were further investigated in order to better understand what they represent so
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that they could properly be used as parameters for a distribution. Since contingencies are used
in cost estimation to capture some of the unknowns and uncertainties in the cost estimates, the
use and understanding of these values was essential to the process of creating cost
distributions to replace the point estimates.
2.1 Assigning Contingencies
In construction cost estimation, the contingency value can be representative of many attributes
of the project cost estimation process. In general, the contingency is included to account for
unforeseen costs or cost changes during the project. The estimated cost represents the actual
total cost to be paid by the financing entity which should cover most interruptions in the
construction and/or cost overruns.
The contingency for the project as a whole or for various components of the project is
determined by several factors, including risk, historical experience, expected difficulty, and
degree of design completion, procurement, and schedule completion (U.S. DOT). For example,
during early design stages and when little project experience is available, as is the case with the
SFR, the contingency values are high; there is little experience building (including pricing and
scheduling) the SFR plant and components and there are relatively large risks associated with
regulation and the high specialization of the design. The definition of contingency according to
the "Cost Estimating Guidelines for Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems" (GIF/Economic
Modeling Working Group, 2007) is:
Contingency: An adder to account for uncertainty in the cost estimate. Contingency includes an
allowance for indeterminate elements and should be related to the level of design, degree of
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technological advancement, and the quality/reliability pricing level of given components.
Contingency does not include any allowance for potential changes from external factors, such as
changing government regulations, major design changes or project scope changes, catastrophic
events (force majeure), labor strikes, extreme weather conditions, varying site conditions, or
project funding (financial) limitations. A contingency can be also applied to the interest during
construction and the capacity factor to account for uncertainty in the reactor
design/construction schedule and reactor performance, respectively.
A study by the Tennessee Valley Authority about the construction of an ABWR plant at the
Bellefonte site discusses their incorporation of uncertainties and contingency (Tennessee Valley
Authority, 2005). Although the value of the contingency is considered proprietary, they list the
risk factors that they included in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Examples of Risks and
Market related risks
Uncertainties Reviewed in TVA Cost Evaluation (Tennessee
Valley Authority, 2005)
Exchange Rate
Material equipment escalation
Labor rates
Non-project strike or labor dispute
Schedule over run or Delay of equipment delivery
additional cost increase to
recover delays
Design Changes
Regulatory Changes
Scope adjustment
Force Majeure (natural disaster etc.)
Other major items depending Limit of liability
on the terms and condition Insurance coverage
including
Liquated damages
Security type requirement (Performance bond etc.)
Performance Warranty 
__
An important detail in this table is that the evaluation team included risk factors such as scope
change and force majeure in the determination of a contingency value. This is in disagreement
with the previous definition from "Cost Estimating Guidelines for Generation IV Nuclear Energy
Systems", to which evaluations in this study conform. The point to be made here is that the
definition of contingency must be understood in whatever context it is used before
comparisons are made between projects. While factors such as major scope and schedule
changes can affect the final cost of a project, they are not necessarily quantified by standard
cost estimating methods.
The contingencies used in our estimates are from "ALMR 1994 Capital and Busbar Cost
Estimates" (Gokcek, 1995) and are based on past experience with Balance-of-Plant construction
and NSSS construction experience. From the contingency ranges determined from Bechtel
power plant experience (Table 2-2) and General Electric experience with NSSS systems, specific
contingencies were developed for the SFR (Table 2-3). Table 2-3 gives information for First-of-
a-Kind (FOAK) plants and Nth-of-a-Kind (NOAK) plants of different sizes (each power block is
622 MWe in size). The economic model developed previously (Nitta, 2009) and used in this
model is based on the NOAK, one power block plant costs and contingency estimates.
Table 2-2 Contingency Ranges for Materials, Labor, and Engineering (Gokcek, 1995)
Cost Component Contingency Range
Materials and Equipment
Actualcosts0%-1%
Commitments 0% - 2%
Firm quotations 2%-5%
Budget bids 5% - 10%
Telephone quotation 5% - 15%
Catalog pricing 6% - 12%
Previous project data R% - 209
Previous estimating data 10% - 25%
Labor Related
Direct manual labor 10/a - 20%
Indirect manual labor 100/ - 25%
Indirect material costs 10% - 20%
Non-manual labor 100/ - 15%
Engineering services 100/-20%
Engineering 10% - 30%
Table 2-3 Contingency Assessment for ALMR, in Millions of January 1994 Dollars (Gokcek,
1995)
Cost Cateeory Assiened
Contingen.
Nuclear Island
NSSS (safety-grade) 25%
NSSS (non-safety) 15%
Other factory equipment 10%
Site materials 10%
Direct labor 20%
Construction services 15%
Engin. & home office svc 15%
Field office services 15%
Owners costs 20%
Total Nuclear Island:
Balance-of-Plant Area
Turbine generator 5%
Other factory equipment 7%
Site materials 10%
Direct labor 15%
Construction services 12%
Engin, & home office svc 12%
Field office services 12%
Owners costs 15%
Land 10%
Total Balance-of-Plant;
PLANT SCENARIO
FQAK-one Pwr Block FOAK-3 Pwr Blocks NOAK-One Pwr Block NOAK-3 Pwr Blocks
Estimate Contingen. Estimate
340.8
37.1
65.2
41.6
55.4
54.0
27.6
29.5
105.6
756.7
61.7
61.3
24.5
38.0
29.1
30.4
19.9
41.1
9.1
315.2
85.2
5.6
6.5
4.2
11.1
8.1
4.1
4.4
21.1
150.290
3.1
4.3
2.5
5.7
3.5
3.6
2.4
6.2
0.9
32.136
839.8
93.3
156.4
89.5
121.1
118.7
31.8
59.6
250.3
1760.4
185.1
152.5
42.6
73.4
59.4
41.1
39.7
90.7
10.8
695.3
Contingen Estimate Contingen
209.9
14.0
15.6
8.9
242
178
4.8
8.9
50.1
354.314
9.3
10.7
4.3
11.0
7.1
4.9
4.8
13.6
1.1
66.707
265.4
32.1
58.7
37.5
47.2
49.4
15.5
24.7
87.5
618.0
61.7
55.2
19.6
29.4
22.9
17.3
15.4
34,6
9.1
265.4
66.4
4.8
5.9
3.7
9.4
7.4
2.3
3.7
17.5
121.163
3.1
3.9
2.0
4.4
2.8
2.1
1.9
5.2
0.9
26.110
Estimate Contingen
685.9
84.5
148.8
89.5
114.6
102.6
20.7
50.5
218.3
1,515.2
185.1
146.8
43.1
68.2
55.3
27.1
36.7
86.0
10.8
659.0
171.5
12.7
14.9
8.9
22.9
15.4
3.1
7.6
43.7
300.606
9.3
10.3
4.3
10.2
6.6
3.3
4.4
12.9
1.1
62.322
Total Plant:
Total Contingency Percen
1,071.9 182.426 2,455.7 421.021 883.3 147.273 2,174.2 362.928
tage: 17.0% 17.1% 16.7% 16.7%
In Table 2-3, contingencies were assigned to each of the listed cost categories based on the
ranges in Table 2-2. The same contingency percentages are applied to each of the four
different plant scenarios that are presented in the ALMR reports: one- and three-power block
FOAK plants and one- and three-power block NOAK plants. For each of the four scenarios, the
estimated cost is given as well as the contingency value based on the assigned contingency for
each cost category. The Total Contingency Percentage is approximately 17% of the Total Plant
Cost, but contingencies for the different cost categories range from 5 to 25%. The
discrepancies in the Total Contingency Percentage for the different scenarios are due to
rounding. The general trend of this table is that cost categories associated with the Nuclear
Island (NI) are higher than corresponding cost categories associated with the Balance-of-Plant
Area (BOP). This is due to the greater risk and lesser experience associated with construction of
the Nuclear Island than with the Balance-of-Plant Area.
Table 2-4 ALMR NOAK Cost Estimate (Manhours and Costs in 1000s, January 1994 Dollars)
622MWe
NI-NOAK Single Block Plant
Nuclear Island Balance of Plant
EEDB Factory Site Site Site NITotal Factory Site Site Site BOP Tutal
Act Description Equip Hon Labor Mad Equip Houn Labor Matl Total Cot
20 Land and Land RigIts 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9,140 9,140
211 Yardwork 0 116 3,227 2,005 5.232 34 94 2,664 2,945 5,644 10.875
212 Reactor/Steam, en Cmplx 22,195 644 20,004 20,949 69,148 0 0 0 0 0 69,148
213 Tumbine Generator Fac. 0 0 0 0 0 1,064 115 3,694 4,477 9,234 9,234
214 Secuity Bldgs 407 19 597 464 1,468 0 0 0 0 0 1,468
216 Radwat Bldg 691 14 435 407 1,534 0 0 0 0 0 1,534
217 Fuel Service Facility 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
218 A CenrouuBIdg so 55 1,693 1,262 3,006 0 0 0 0 0 3,006
218 B Adminiration Bldg Cmplx 0 0 0 0 0 361 38 1,231 1,402 2,994 2,994
218 D Raote Shudowu Facility 56 33 1,009 1,179 2,244 0 0 0 0 0 2,244
212 N Maintenanoe Facilities 2,201 117 3,682 2,750 8.633 144 27 905 1,215 2,264 10,897
218 P Spnt Compnent Storage 0 17 555 540 1,095 0 0 0 0 0 1,095
218 Q sc. Foundations 0 1 11 11 23 1 16 475 370 846 869
218 R BOP Sevice Building 0 0 0 0 0 15 11 364 531 910 910
218 S Waste Water Treat ldg 0 0 0 0 0 11 4 133 115 259 259
218 T Gas Turbine Facility 0 0 0 0 0 39 11 353 485 877 877
218 V Persomel Service Bldg 40 21 674 969 1,683 0 0 0 0 0 1,683
218 W Warehouses 11 8 240 265 517 13 10 340 429 241 1,358
212 X Cask Tranporter Garage 0 6 192 234 426 0 0 0 0 0 426
218 Z Reaco Asambly Facility 0 24 728 637 1,365 0 0 0 0 0 1,365
21 Structres & Improvements 31,651 1,075 33,049 31,671 96,372 1,682 326 10,159 12,029 23,870 120,242
220 Nuclear Steam Supply (NSSS) 297,491 0 0 0 297,491 0 0 0 0 0 297,491
221 Reactor Equipment 0 63 1,946 0 1,946 0 0 0 0 0 1,946.
222 Main Heat Trampor Sys 1,911 27 838 44 2,793 0 0 0 0 0 2,793
223 Safeguarda ystem 0 5 146 0 146 0 0 0 0 0 146
224 Radwaste SysUm 584 14 443 3 1,029 0 0 0 0 0 1,029
225 Fuel Handling 8,367 2 52 0 8,419 0 0 0 0 0 8,419
226 Other Reactor Plant Equip 1,578 54 1,577 496 3,650 0 0 0 0 0 3.650
221 Rx lstr & Control 0 51 1,713 710 2,423 0 0 0 0 0 2,423
228 Rx Plant Misc hesn 0 18 558 383 941 0 0 0 0 0 941
22 Reactor Plant Equipm 309,930 234 7,272 1,636 318,838 0 0 0 0 0 318,838
231 Turbine Oenrator 0 0 0 0 0 61,712 81 2,522 110 64,344 64,344
233 Condensing Systnes 0 0 0 0 0 8,120 37 1,175 270 9,565 9,565
234 Feed HeatingSystem 0 0 0 0 0 10,180 35 1,110 365 11,655 11,655
235 Other Turbine Plant Equip 33 20 646 67 746 3,422 51 1,589 324 5,335 6,081
236 Insrmetation & Control 0 0 0 0 0 808 5 165 79 1.052 1,052
237 Turbin Plant Misc Items 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 Turbine Plant Equipment 33 20 646 67 746 24,242 209 6,561 1,148 91,951 92,698
Table 2-4 (Continued) ALMR NOAK Cost Estimate (Manhours and Costs in 1000s, January 1994
Dollars)
NuclearIslawd Baeanoe of pant
EEDB Faetory Se Site Site NI Total Factoy Site Site Site BOP Total Cos
Aeft De~ceiplson Equip Haonn Labor Mail Equip Hours Labor Mad Tota ___
241 Switchgear 1,338 4 133 0 1,471 1,613 3 102 0 1,715 3,186
242 Station Service Equip 4,498 10 329 0 4,226 11,420 9 288 0 11,708 16,535
243 Switdboards 86 4 136 0 221 45 1 25 0 70 291
244 Protective Equipnent 0 8 276 215 491 0 20 649 372 1,021 1,512
245 Eec truc & Wring Coat 3,397 35 1.214 286 4,897 1,84 54 1,808 610 4,302 9,200
246 Powera Control Wirin 2,981 25 851 386 4,218 2,097 47 1.582 924 4,609 3,827
24 EectricPhla EquipmAt 12,300 86 2,938 887 16,125 17,060 134 4,461 1,905 23,426 39,551
251 Transp& LiftEquip 1,049 2 79 0 1,129 2,000 4 117 0 2,117 3,246
252 Air, Wtr & Sin Svc Sys 287 38 1,193 273 1,755 2,124 62 1,951 1,138 5,213 6,968
253 CoWunications Equip 103 52 1,769 2,919 4,791 97 32 1,067 294 1,458 6,249
254 Furnishigs& FixUs 816 6 182 5 1,003 696 10 307 18 946 2,026
255 Wat WTreaTment Equip 13 3 93 31 137 1.085 20 645 33 1,763 1,900
25 Misc Plant EqWpmnat 2,269 101 3,316 3,230 8,815 6,002 122 4,087 1,486 11,575 20,390
261 Strucues 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
262 Mechanical Equipment 0 0 0 0 0 7,921 134 4,171 3,041 15,133 15,133
26 Main Coad Heat RojedSys 0 0 0 0 0 7,921 134 4,171 3,041 15.133 15,133
Ttal Direct Costs 356,183 1,515 47,221 37,491 440,896 116,907 931 29,439 19,610 175,096 615,992
91 Costructionservices 49,425 22,924 72,348
92 Eng& H.o. Services 15,482 17,288 32,770
93 Field Offico Servics. 24,681 15,438 40,119
94 Owners Costa 87,491 34,612 122,103
95 RM En & LO. Servioes 0 0 0
Total Indirect Cosfs 177,079 90,262 267.340
Base Cnstruction cost 617,974 265,358 883,332
CoUtinVny 121,163 26,110 147,273
Total Overnight Cest 739,137 291,468 1,030,605
Interes During Conar. 147,930
Total Capital Cost 1,178,535
Construction Schedule Duration 39 Monds
Since the categories listed in Table 2-3 do match up exactly with the Code of Accounts (COA)
line items in G4ECONS, the contingencies for the costs that make up the Total Overnight Cost
were estimated based on the cost break downs given in Table 2-4, for the NOAK single block
22 MWe
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plant, which is the basis of the project economic model. Where applicable, each cost in Table
2-4 is divided into Nuclear Island and Balance of Plant, and further into site material and factory
equipment. Each of these categories of cost has a different contingency percentage according
to Table 2-3, so the COA contingency values are weighted averages of these percentages based
on the cost breakdown for each account. For example, a contingency estimate for the turbine
generator (COA 23) is given as 5% in Table 2-3. Since there is not a direct estimate for electrical
equipment (COA 24), the contingency percentage shown in Table 3 for electrical equipment is
estimated by calculating the fraction of total electric plant equipment cost contributed by each
of the following six cost categories, as listed in Table 2-4: NI factory equipment, NI direct labor,
NI site materials, BOP factory equipment, BOP direct labor, and BOP site materials. The
contingency for COA 24 is then calculated as a weighted average of the contingencies
associated with each of those six categories, as listed in Table 2-3.
This method for calculating COA contingency is demonstrated in Equation 1, where C
represents the cost for each of the six categories listed above and P represents the associated
contingency percentage. CTotai is the total cost for the COA category and PTotal is the calculated
contingency percentage for that category.
(CNI ,factory PNI ,actory + CNI,labor X PNI,labor + CNI ,site XPNI ,site
CToal Equation 1
CBP x P.fjln ± CBOo XxP
Cf actori, X P/at, CBOP labor BOP,labor + BOP,site BOP,site PTOta
Cr otal otli
The calculated contingency percentages are given in
Table 2-5, where they are also applied to the 2007 dollar values from the economic model. The
"ALMR Cost Estimate" given in GEFR-00940 is reported in 1994 dollars, so the contingencies are
estimated based on those costs but the percentages are applied to the scaled and inflated to
2007$ costs for the two-block plant that are used in the G4ECONS model to maintain
consistency.
Table 2-5 Economic Model Costs and Associated Contingencies
Code of Accounts Contingency Estimated Cost Contingency
(%) (Million $2007) (Million $2007)
11 - Land and Land Rights 10.0 7.46 0.75
21- Buildings and Structures 16.6 446.35 74.09
22 - Reactor Plant 17.0 1130.41 192.17
23 - Turbogenerator 5.0 535.94 26.80
24 - Electrical 10.0 156.22 15.62
25 - Heat Rejection 9.8 113.69 11.14
26 - Misc. Equip. 11.7 102.53 12.00
31- Design Services (home) 13.4 123.28 16.52
33 - Design Services (field) 13.8 150.92 20.83
35 - Construction 14.0 272.16 38.10
46 - Other Owners' Capital 18.6 388.94 72.34
Investment Costs
Total 14.0 3427.90 480.36
2.2 Model for Distribution
2.2.1 Expert Opinion
Interviews were conducted with several experts to better understand the uncertainty
distributions of SFR capital costs. The experts interviewed were: Kent Williams, ORNL (March
12, 2010); Chaim Braun, Stanford (March 18, 2010); Larry Papay, (March 15, 2010); Reiner Kuhr,
Shaw (March 10, 2010). The purpose of the interviews was to elicit information about the
meaning of contingencies and best estimate costs and to understand how this information
could help apply realistic distributions to the capital costs in the established SFR economic
model. The known information about the capital costs is a point estimate and a contingency
amount, so these are the two points of reference available from which to build a distribution.
The interviews were conducted with the following questions in mind:
Given a cost estimate and contingency value:
What is the meaning of the best estimate? Is this the mean? Is cost plus contingency the
mean?
What is the meaning of the contingency? Can it be related to a standard deviation?
Does contingency only add or add and subtract? For a given contingency percentage, is
there a chance that the cost is less by that amount as well as greater by that amount?
What is the confidence level of the best estimate? What are the chances that the cost
will be below the best estimate? Above?
What is the confidence level of the best estimate plus the contingency? What are the
chances that the actual cost will be above the estimated cost plus contingency?
Should the distribution be only on the estimated cost, on the sum of estimate and
contingency or separate distributions for the cost and contingency? How would you
determine the distribution on the contingency amount?
Is the suggested distribution based on cost estimating procedure or a more realistic
expectation for this type of project (nuclear, large scale)?
Some common opinions from the experts are:
Capital cost distributions should be lognormally shaped because there is a significantly
higher probability that costs will be higher than the point estimate than lower than the
point estimate.
* The best estimate for a capital cost should be equal to the median of a distribution for that
cost.
* Contingency accounts for uncertainties is cost estimates and known unknowns that exist in
the design, but the contingency is not supposed to account for significant changes in the
scope or schedule of the project.
Several models were suggested for creating distributions:
e Lognormal distribution with the best estimate as the 5 0 th percentile and 200% of the best
estimate as the 90th percentile (Braun).
* Lognormal distribution with the best estimate as the 50th percentile and 50% of the best
estimate as the 10 th percentile (Braun).
* Lognormal distribution with the best estimate as the 50th percentile and 75% of the best
estimate as the 10 th percentile (Braun).
* Best estimate plus the contingency is the 90 th percentile (Kuhr).
* Best estimate plus contingency could be in the range of the 75th to 9 0 th percentile
(Williams).
A sample lognormal distribution is shown in Figure 2-1. In this figure, the 10th 5 0 th and goth
percentiles are shown, as well as the standard deviation (defined as the square root of the
variance) for a lognormal distribution. A curve similar to this one would be used to create the
models described above, with the x-value corresponding to the capital cost, and the relative
spread of the curve would be wider or tighter depending on the values chosen for the various
parameters.
Z 0.6-
Z 0.5-
a. 0.4-
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Figure 2-1 Sample Lognormal Distribution
A common problem that arose with the expert interviews is that the experts were not
experienced with dealing with capital costs in the form of distributions, much less with applying
a distribution with the best estimate and contingency as the only information. Also, the
problem is assigning uncertainty distributions using a top-down approach, which is quite
different from the more familiar bottom-up approach, where the actual, individual
uncertainties are identified and quantified; the experts had difficulty with the concept of
working backwards from the contingency to determine the underlying uncertainty.
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Another problem that arose was reconciling the expert opinion with a "common sense"
perspective of the issue. While the best estimate was often cited as the median value in a
distribution, the fact that this implied that there is an equal chance that the cost is above as it is
below the best estimate does not make practical or intuitive sense. Also, the meaning of cost
uncertainty varies depending on which perspective the cost estimate is viewed from (utility,
vendor, investor, etc.). From the vendor or contractor perspective, the cost might have more
variability than from the utility perspective because the utility is expected to pay a certain price
for the plant but the contractor will have to absorb cost variabilities that come up during the
project. The perspective for determining the uncertainty distributions in this project is that of
the Engineering, Procurement, and Construction contractor. It was also decided that, in line
with this approach, the best estimate cost is a low estimate instead of a median.
2.2.2 Assigning the Distributions
Distributions were created for each of the accounts listed in
Table 2-5, and a distribution equal to the sum of these distributions was calculated for the total
cost based on a random sampling of the distributions of each account. Using values for g1 and
a- (determined by the model choice), the lognormal distribution (LogN) is defined for each
account and Xi represents a random value from the cost distribution for the ith account, shown
in Equation 2.
Xi = LogN(pi,ao-) Equation 2
The parameters pj and ar are defined as follows in Equations 3 and 4, where p1 is the expected
value (E) of the natural log of the variable X and og is the square root of the variance (Var) of
the natural log of the variable Xi.
g = E(InX) Equation 3
at = /Var(in X1 ) Equation 4
The total cost distribution is created by repeating this process 104 times so that j E {1, 104} and
a distribution was then fit to the data so that the total cost, Ctotai, is also represented by a
lognormal distribution with the parameters pc and c, as shown in Equation 5 and Equation 6.
Ctotaij = Z2i X1J Equation 5
Ctotai ~ LogNyt(yc, oc) Equation 6
While the sum of the lognormal distributions is not exactly lognormally distributed, a lognormal
fit provides a very good approximation. Figure 2-2 shows an example of this method; a
histogram represents the density of total cost values from the 10 4 iterations of summing, and a
distribution is fit to the data.
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Figure 2-2 Example of Lognormal Fit to Total Cost Data
2.2.3 Models Evaluated
Many iterations of the model to estimate the cost of capital projects were developed and
evaluated. These preliminary models were based on the definitions of contingencies and
uncertainties in cost estimating and were evaluated based on the resulting distribution for the
total capital cost and whether this distribution also conformed to these definitions, as well as
...... ..............
the general understanding of and expectation for the project cost. Some of these models and
their flaws are described below.
2.2.3.1 Model Based on Historical Data
For nuclear construction projects, engineering-based cost estimates rarely match up with actual
construction costs. A report (Joskow, 2005) that analyzed the previous generation of LWR
nuclear plant builds in the U.S. showed that, based on historical evidence, the nuclear industry
has a poor record on construction cost estimation, realization, and time to build. The report
also claims that the construction cost of a nuclear power plant has never been overestimated in
the pre-construction stage. Data to support these claims was given as the percent overrun of
nuclear plant construction (pre-TMI), as shown in Table 2-6.
Table 2-6 U.S. Nuclear Power Plant Construction Cost Overruns (Joskow, 2005)
Construction Started Estimated Overnight Actual Overnight Percent Overrun
Costs (2002$/kWe) Costs (%)
(2002$/kWe)
1966-67 560 1170 209
1968-69 679 2000 294
1970-71 760 2650 348
1972-73 1117 3555 318
1974-75 1156 4410 381
1976-77 1493 4008 269
Other evidence to support this claim that gross cost overruns on new nuclear construction
projects should be expected comes from experience at the recent events at the Olkiluoto plant
in Finland and the Flamanville plant in France, both LWR plants that have not yet begun
operation. To date, the actual cost of the Olkiluoto plant has increased about 70% of the
estimated cost and the Flamanville plant has seen a cost increase of at least 20% (Kanter, 2009).
All of these overruns were due to factors such as significant changes to the scope and/or
schedule of the project and significant amounts of rework due to errors. The Japanese,
however, have been able to build recent plants within the cost and schedules announced in
advance.
In light of this experience, there is an expectation that future US builds will have the same
problems, especially when one considers circumstances such as decreased domestic
manufacturing capacity for heavy components, the susceptibility of the existing supply chains
to bottlenecks, and the decreased skilled workforce. Also, current LWR projects in the U.S.
have reported increasing cost estimates even before the licensing and construction phases are
reached. Therefore, a cost model for the SFR was created to reflect these observations and
expectations. For each of the capital cost accounts, a lognormal distribution was assumed and
the two parameters used to define the curve were that the best estimate cost was equated to
the 5th percentile and the average overrun percentage from Table 2-6 (approximately 300%)
was multiplied by the best estimate and equated to the 95th percentile. The resulting total
capital cost distribution is shown in Figure 2-3 in 2007$/kW for the 1243 MWe plant design.
x 104 Total Overnight Cost Lognormal Distribution (Overrun)
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Figure 2-3 Distribution of Total Overnight Cost
This model shows that the expected cost of the project will be $4.6 billion/kW, compared to the
point estimate value of $3.2 billion/kW plus a contingency of $0.45 billion/kW, but this model
was rejected because it is inconsistent with the understanding of cost estimation. The final
distribution should represent a reasonable, expected cost based on the estimated actual cost
and an allowance to cover uncertainties. Using 300% of the best estimate cost as a reasonable
upper bound assumes that significant changes in schedule and scope, as occurred in previous
builds, are appropriate to model in the cost estimate, which is not consistent with our
understanding of the contingency, which covers the uncertainties beyond the best estimate.
Also, the spread of the distribution is so wide and includes such high values that it makes the
point estimate appear irrelevant, defeating the purpose of the original cost estimation.
2.2.3.2 Model Based on High Confidence in the Point Estimate
Another model that was considered was one in which a lognormal distribution was fit to the
following parameters for each capital cost account: the best estimate was assumed to be the
5th percentile and the best estimate plus the contingency value was assumed to be the 8 0 th
percentile, the results of which are shown in Figure 2-4. The basis for this model is that, while
there is low probability that the actual project costs will be below the designer's quoted cost,
there is also a low probability that the cost will be more than what can be covered by the
contingency. While the contingency is designed to cover the uncertainties and unknowns,
there is not enough evidence to support the claim that there is a small probability for cost
overruns beyond the quoted price which includes the contingency. Although, it is unreasonable
to model gross cost overruns, as in the previous model, there should be some reflection that a
cost overrun on a nuclear construction project is probable. However, from the developer's
point of view, this is the basis for the estimate provided to the customer.
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Figure 2-4 Total Overnight Cost Distribution for Best Estimate Plus Contingency at the 80th
Percentile
2.2.3.3 Model Based on Rothwell's Method
A third type of model was developed based on the paper "Cost Contingency as the Standard
Deviation of the Cost Estimate for Cost Engineering" (Rothwell, 2004). This method builds on
published data about project stages and expected accuracy ranges from the Association for the
Advancement of Cost Engineering International (AACEI) and about contingencies from the
Electric Power Reseach Institute (EPRI). Based on this data, the method is tested by choosing a
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project stage and associated recommended accuracy range, along with a desired confidence
interval, and a normal distribution is constructed so that the accuracy range falls within the
confidence interval. From this information, the Z-value for the normal distribution is
determined. A Z-value is the number of standard deviations to the left (negative Z-value) or
right (positive Z-value) of the mean of a standard normal distribution (mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 1); the Z-value is used to standardize any variable (Albright, Winston, & Zappe,
2009). The Z-value and confidence level determine the standard deviation as a percentage of
the estimate. Therefore, for an estimate with an accuracy range of ±X%,
-= X/Z - value Equation 7
where the Z-value is determined by the confidence level and a is a percentage.
The calculated standard deviation is compared with the contingency values recommended by
AACEI and EPRI. The result of testing all of the project stage categories is that the calculated
standard deviation fall within or very close to the recommended contingency ranges. A similar
evaluation is performed by Rothwell with a lognormal distribution and the same results are
achieved. Rothwell's conclusion is that cost estimates can be modeled as normal or lognormal
distributions with the best estimate as the mode, the value with the highest probability, and
the contingency as the standard deviation (or square root of the variance).
In this method, it was determined that the contingency could be used to create a distribution
on the estimated actual cost and the resulting distribution for the total capital cost would
represent the actual total cost proposed by the designer.
For the case of assuming lognormal distributions for all of the costs, distributions were again
assigned to each of the accounts with the base cost estimate as the median and the
contingency value as the standard deviation. A modification of Rothwell's method was made so
that the median was used for the best estimate instead of the mode for the purposes of testing
the method in order to achieve ease of calculation. The parameters for the distribution for the
i1h account are j and a- and they are determined using the definitions for the median, mean
(represented by the expected value, E(X)), and standard deviation, which is the square root of
the variance, as shown in Equations 8, 9, and 10.
Median = eP-1- 645" Equation 8
E(X) = e Equation 9
Std. Dev. = Var(X) = E2 (X) [ef 2 - 1] Equation 10
This model was applied to the SFR cost estimate model with the best estimate as the median
and the contingency for each account in
Table 2-5 as the standard deviation (defined as the square root of the variance). The result for
the total capital cost is shown in Figure 2-5.
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Figure 2-5 Rothwell Model for Total Capital Cost
Upon evaluation of the model, it was determined that using the best estimate cost as the mode
of the distribution was inappropriate because it is unrealistic that there is nearly a 50% chance
that the actual cost falls below the best estimate. Also, it was hypothesized that the method
used by Rothwell could also be applied to the total cost distribution such that the standard
deviation of the distribution could be equated to a contingency for the total cost. The standard
deviation, however, is 6.4% of the mean value while the point estimate for the contingency is
14%. Using this method to assign a final contingency value was deemed unrealistic because the
resulting statistical contingency is drastically lower than the point estimate contingency.
2.2.4 Model Choice
The final model is a combination of the information gathered from research, expert interviews,
and, most importantly, discussions within the research group. Since there is no standard
procedure or rule of thumb for developing this type of capital cost uncertainty distributions or
characterizing them in terms of the contingency on the capital cost, a new model was
proposed.
The proposed model uses a combination of Rothwell's method of equating the contingency to
the standard deviation of a cost distribution and the assumption that the best estimate cost
must be on the low end of the distribution. The model also uses a lognormal distribution
because this distribution type allows for significantly high values for the cost at very low
probabilities and the shape is skewed toward higher values. Although several opinions have
been given which indicate that the best estimate should be treated as a median value, it is not
rational to assume that there is a 50% probability that the actual cost falls below the baseline
estimate. The challenge is to place the best estimate at a percentile that makes sense and also
causes the median and other key percentiles to have reasonable values; the 1 0 th and 2 0 th
percentiles were chosen as test percentiles for the best estimate. Using the contingency as the
standard deviation was chosen because it is the only documented model for applying the
contingency to a distribution and because it makes sense for the contingency amount, which is
meant to be a unit of cost that covers unknowns, be equated to a similar unit, the standard
deviation, which quantifies the amount of uncertainty around an expected value.
Two models were tested under this philosophy: the best estimate set to the 10th percentile and
the 20th percentile, with the contingency equal to the standard deviation in both cases. A third
case was tested in which the best estimate is set to the median and the contingency is set to
the standard deviation.
The point estimate values for the Total Overnight Cost (Millions 2007$) are:
Best Estimate Point Estimate: $3427.9
Best Estimate + Contingency Point Estimate: $3908.3
The results of the uncertainty analysis for both schemes are shown below (Figure 2-6,
Table 2-5, Table 2-7, Figure 2-7, Table 2-8).
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Figure 2-6 Best Estimate at 10th Percentile, Contingency Equals Standard Deviation
Table 2-7 Best Estimate at 10th Percentile, Contingency Equals Standard Deviation:
Parameters
Parameter Value % of Best Estimate % of Best Estimate +
Contingency
Mean 4021.49 117 103
Variance 50587.1 - -
Mu 8.29785
Sigma 0.0558847 - -
1 0th percentile 3738 109 96
5 0 th percentile 4015 117 103
75th percentile 4170 122 107
8 0 th percentile 4209 123 108
9 0th percentile 4313 126 110
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Figure 2-7 Best Estimate at 20th Percentile, Contingency Equals Standard Deviation
Table 2-8 Best Estimate at 20th Percentile, Contingency Equals Standard Deviation:
Parameters
Parameter Value % of Best Estimate % of Best Estimate +
Contingency
Mean 3836.46 112 98
Variance 51458.7 - -
Mu 8.25056 - _-
Sigma 0.0590771 - -
10t percentile 3550 104 91
5th50t percentile 3830 112 98
75 percentile 3985 116 102
8 0th percentile 4025 117 103
90th percentile 4131 121 106
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The model using the best estimate as the 10 th percentile gives the final results that best fit the
mental model of cost estimates, contingencies and uncertainties based on formal definitions
and expert opinion.
From the designer's (EPC) perspective, the cost estimating process can be described as follows:
Cost estimating is performed from the bottom up and prices are assigned to components,
structures, and systems. Designers and estimators compensate for their perceived uncertainty
by adding some amount to their estimates. When the individual costs are summed, the total
cost is arrived at and it already has some built-in contingencies. When the high level cost
estimate is made, unknowns and uncertainties are identified and another set of contingencies
may be assigned for other unaccounted for costs. Therefore, the designer has a model of the
estimated cost plus unknown cost. A selling price is then determined from the best estimate
and some amount of contingency that is perceived to cover unknowns but also provide a
competitive bid for the project.
The 10th percentile model results in the best estimate plus expected contingency falling around
the 50th percentile and the 90t percentile is approximately 110% of the best estimate plus
contingency. This fits the mental model because it shows the reported selling price of the best
estimate plus contingency represents an aggressive bid since there is a 50% probability that the
cost will be higher. When compared to the 90th percentile, an interpretation can be made that
the risk of the possible 10% increase in price is acceptable to and internalized by the designer.
The model with the best estimate as the 2 0th percentile produces similar results but is less
conservative than the model with the best estimate at the 10 th percentile. The point estimate
model implies that there is essentially a 100% probability that the cost will be equal to the best
estimate plus the contingency, with no uncertainty. This model is unrealistic. Also, the model
of equating the best estimate to the median produces the following results.
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Figure 2-8 Best Estimate at 50th Percentile, Contingency Equals Standard Deviation
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Table 2-9 Best Estimate at 50th Percentile, Contingency Equals Standard Deviation:
Parameters
Parameter Value % of Best Estimate % of Best Estimate +
Contingency
Mean 3460.93 101 89
Variance 50399.6 - -
Mu 8.14719 - _-
Sigma 0.0647985 - -
1 0 th percentile 3178 93 81
5 0 th percentile 3453 101 88
75th percentile 3608 105 92
80th percentile 3647 106 93
9 0 th percentile 3753 109 96
Using the best estimate as the median of the distribution for the individual items that make up
the capital cost results in the total capital cost distribution to have unrealistic features; the 90th
percentile of the distribution for the total cost is less than the best estimate plus contingency
point estimate. Therefore, this model does not produce a realistic distribution for the total
capital cost.
2.3 Application of Uncertainty Analysis
By applying such uncertainty analysis one can compare announced cost of projects to
determine whether there is any statistical difference in cost estimates even thought the point
estimates of one design is significantly less than another. A key question is whether SFR's are
much more expensive than light water reactors based on uncertainty analyses of cost
estimates. In order to make such a comparison, hypothesis testing is performed on given
distributions.
2.3.1 Hypothesis Testing: Description
The purpose of the hypothesis testing is to determine if the cost of the SFR and LWR, based on
assumed distributions, are statistically different values. Using the terminology of hypothesis
testing, the null hypothesis, or the status quo, is that the difference between the means of the
SFR and LWR cost distributions is zero. The alternative hypothesis in this scenario is that the
difference between the means is greater than zero. The result of the test is either rejection of
the null hypothesis with a specified significance level or acceptance of the null hypothesis. The
significance level is determined by a p-value, which is the probability of seeing a sample with at
least as much evidence in favor of the alternative hypothesis as the sample actually observed.
The smaller the p-value, the more evidence there is in favor of the alternative hypothesis. A p-
value less than 0.01 provides "convincing" evidence that the alternative hypothesis is true, a p-
value between 0.01 and 0.05 provides "strong" evidence, a p-value between 0.05 and 0.10 is a
gray area, providing "moderate" evidence, and a p-value greater than 0.10 provides weak to no
evidence. Equation 11 gives the test statistic (the same standard normal distribution Z-value as
Equation 7) for independent samples test of the difference between means where X1 is the
mean of the LWR cost distribution, X2 is the mean of the SFR distribution, Do is the difference
between the means in the null hypothesis case (zero in this case), and a-D is the sample
standard deviation of the differences, shown in Equation 12 and based on the LWR cost
distribution standard deviation, a,, and the SFR cost distribution standard deviation, q2.
Z - value = X -X 2)-Do Equation 11
GD = I + Gr Equation 12
The test requires that the two sample populations be approximately normal, which is the case
for the SFR cost (the error factor of the fitted lognormal distribution is close to 1) and is
assumed to also be true for the LWR cost. This assumption for the LWR case is appropriate
considering the expert interviews, in which the opinion was given that costs for plants of a new
design should be distributed lognormally but, once several are built, the cost distribution will
tend toward normal (Braun). The p-value is determined by looking up the Z-value in a table of
standard normal probability (Albright, Winston, & Zappe, 2009).
2.3.2 Hypothesis Testing: Results
The model used to perform this analysis uses the SFR cost model (mean and standard deviation,
aSFR) shown in Figure 2-6 and described in Table 2-7. The mean is determined from the mean
of the Overnight Cost distribution, $4021 Million, divided by the assumed reactor size of 1243
MWe. The standard deviation, JSFR, is converted to a percentage according to Equation 13.
GSFR[%] = AVariance Equation 13Mean
For the LWR cost information, the estimated value of $4000/kW (De Roo & Parsons, 2009) was
scaled to include only the capital cost, thus being comparable to the SFR figure, and this was
used as the mean of the LWR cost distribution. Previous work (Nitta, 2009) used the $4000/kW
total cost as a LWR baseline for scaling the SFR cost, so this scaling was reversed and applied to
SFR capital cost in order to obtain the LWR capital cost. The standard deviation for the LWR
was assumed to be equal to the standard deviation of the SFR cost distribution. This
assumption is conservative because it is expected that the LWR standard deviation would
actually be smaller because it is a more mature technology so the cost uncertainty should be
less than for the SFR. If one or both of the assumed standard deviations are actually smaller,
the evidence in favor of the alternate hypothesis will be stronger. Likewise, if the estimated
means are further apart, the evidence that the difference between the values is greater than
zero is stronger. Based on the mean and standard deviation assumed for the LWR and SFR
capital costs, a plot was created, as shown in Figure 2-9, which shows the two distributions as
normal curves in order to demonstrate the relationship between the data sets. The parameters
and result of the hypothesis testing is given in Table 2-10.
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Figure 2-9 Assumed LWR and SFR Capital Cost Distributions for Hypothesis Testing
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Table 2-10 LWR-SFR Hypothesis Testing Analysis
LWR-SFR Analysis
LWR mean $2815/kW
SFR mean $3235/kW
OLWR,SFR 5.6%
O $239.8/kW
Z-value -1.75
P-value 0.04
Based on the p-value of 0.04, there is strong evidence in favor of the alternate hypothesis,
which was that the difference between the mean SFR and LWR costs was greater than zero.
This means that there is a significant statistical difference between the SFR and LWR capital
costs.
These results, however, are simply performed as an exercise and do not necessarily speak to
the affordability of the SFR versus an LWR. Many assumptions were made that should be
reviewed or modified before a definitive statement is made. The SFR mean cost and standard
deviation are assumed from the model described in Section 2.2.4. Actual SFR costs or
uncertainties may be much larger than modeled because it is still an immature technology.
Even the estimate for an LWR cost may be low considering that the previous generation of
nuclear construction in the United States saw many project costs double or triple from the
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quote price (Joskow, 2005). Changing the model to show greater uncertainties for both reactor
designs could produce results that show that the difference in capital costs are less statistically
significant.
3 Fuel Cycle
Another aspect of this work is to evaluate the fuel cycle alternatives to support SFRs from the
perspective of costs to identify which fuel cycles produce the lowest fuel costs for the reactor
and to assess whether it would impact the choice of the fuel in the reactor. The fuels for the
reactor being considered are metallic and oxide fuels. This study will examine the relative
reprocessing, fuel fabrication and waste stream management costs to the extent that the data
is available. Additionally considerations will be given to any special differentiating non-
proliferation features that need to be added to the choice of fuel cycle from an economics
perspective. The following section provides background information on fuel reprocessing
options and waste streams.
As an initial estimate as to which fuel cycle option is less costly, information from the Cost
Estimating Guidelines for Generation IV Nuclear Energy Systems (GIF/Economic Modeling
Working Group, 2007) indicates that the estimated costs of fuel reprocessing and fabrication is
approximately $500/kgHM less for the aqueous/MOX fuel scheme than for the
pyroprocess/metal fuel scheme, as seen in Table 3-1. One qualification is that oxide fabrication
cost includes a blanket, which is not part of the SFR design in this project. Therefore, the oxide
fuel and aqueous reprocessing scheme costs may not be accurate. However, several fuel cycle
cost factors are examined in more depth.
Table 3-1 Expected Range of Unit Costs for Uranium and Fuel Cycle Services (GIF/Economic
Modeling Working Group, 2007)
Parameter Unit Lower Upper Most Description
Bound Bound Likely
CoStuox,repro $/kgHM 460 829 502 Unit cost of UOX fuel
reprocessing
COstFR-MOX,fab $/kgHM 3200 5000 4000 Unit cost of FR-MOX fuel
fabrication (including fertile
blankets)
COstFR,pyro $/kgHM 2500 7500 5000 (metal fuel with pyroprocessing
and refabrication)
3.1 Fuel Cycle Options
3.1.1 Aqueous
The aqueous process is built on the PUREX process that is currently in use for reprocessing of
LWR fuel. The PUREX process is based on single solvent extraction. The waste solution from
the first cycle of extraction has historically been classified as HLW. The solution is acidic and
contains all of the waste elements from the process, including fission products (FP) made up of
alkaline and alkaline earth, transitional metal and Ln elements, MA such as americium,
neptunium, and curium, process additives, and trace amounts of solvent. Activated metals,
such as fuel hulls and hardware, and residual fuel undissolved solids can also be HLW streams
from the PUREX process. For fast reactor reprocessing, the UREX+ process is proposed and it
consists of four main extraction steps to separate U, Tc, Cs/Sr, FP, Ln, and Pu/MA into six
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separate fractions. The four extraction steps are UREX, CCD-PEG or FPEX, TRUEX, and
TALSPEAK. Fuel cladding and hardware are combined in a separate stream in the UREX+
3 14
process, and fission and activation product gases ( H, I, C, Kr, Xe) are also released by the
aqueous processing.
3.1.2 Pyroprocess
The pyroprocess, or electrochemical process, is non-aqueous and is conducted in molten
chloride salts that make use of electrochemical dissolution, selective reduction, and adsorption
to separate groups of elements. The process is being developed to yield five separate streams:
U, Pu/MA, Ln, Cs/Sr, and cladding/hardware/transition metals. The electrochemical process
also releases gaseous fission and activation products, but more of the carbon and iodine are
retained than in the aqueous processing and these elements report to the molten salts.
3.2 Plant Descriptions
3.2.1 Aqueous
An advanced aqueous process would likely be manifested as a centralized facility that processes
1000 MTHM per year LWR fuel or 100 MTHM per year fast reactor fuel. Collocation of the
facility with the reactor is also a possibility. The technology base for the process comes from
the long experience with PUREX technology and oxide fuel in several countries. The advanced
aqueous process is a simplified PUREX process with the addition of a uranium crystallization
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step and a minor actinide recovery process. The main process is salt-free, which reduces the
amount of resulting LLW. The technology base for oxide fuel fabrication is substantial, but work
is still needed to make the process remotely operable and maintainable. The HLW from the
aqueous process is in the form of vitrified glass, a technology that is well established. The data
base of technical knowledge for oxide fuels is extensive (Lineberry & Allen).
3.2.2 Pyroprocess
The pyroprocess recycles metal fuel instead of oxide. It is expected that a pyroprocess plant
would be collocated with the SFR and would have a throughput of 5 MTHM per year. The state
of the technology is that Pu and minor actinide recovery is still only at the laboratory scale,
while the U recovery has been demonstrated at the proper volume. Also, remote fabrication of
metal fuel has been demonstrated. The HLW from the pyroprocess is in the form of glass-
bonded mineral and zirconium-stainless steel alloy. Significant work has been put into
obtaining repository certification for these waste forms. The pyroprocess is designed to recycle
fast reactor metallic fuel, but modifications can be made in order to allow the processing of
LWR fuel to recover transuranics for fast reactors. Metal fuels have a less extensive technical
database than oxide fuels (Lineberry & Allen).
3.3 Waste stream comparison
Waste disposal is a significant cost for any fuel cycle choice, including schemes that implement
reprocessing. For both the aqueous and the electrochemical processes, the waste streams and
forms are described in Table 3-2. This overview shows that, while many of the waste products
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of the two processes are the same, the waste products can take different forms or be produced
in different amounts.
Comparing the amount of HLW for each process provides a rough metric by which to judge the
cost of waste disposal of each of the reprocessing techniques. Just as waste disposal is a major
challenge for the nuclear energy industry today, disposing of HLW in future nuclear energy
scenarios is likely to also be challenging and a major cost contributor to fuel cycle costs. The
cost of geological disposal for HLW is estimated to be $311/kgHM (GIF/Economic Modeling
Working Group, 2007).
For the purposes of the evaluation presented here, the mass and volume of waste (primarily
HLW) are compared for the aqueous and electrochemical processes and the cost of waste
disposal is assumed to be proportional to the amount of waste for similar waste types (HLW,
LLW, etc.). In reality, the metric that provides the best comparisons of waste streams in terms
of geological disposal capacity needs are the actinide content and associated heat load. For the
simple comparison, however, volume is compared because a reduced volume, achieved
through maximizing the waste loading, reduces handling, storage, transport, and disposal costs
by decreasing the number of shipments and storage facilities or containers.
Current government policy and waste definitions could be interpreted to classify all "highly
radioactive" materials resulting from spent fuel reprocessing as HLW. This could include: H
and 1291 gases; 239Pu and mAm alpha emitters; 1Cs and 90Sr; any other process solutions and
residues from fuel reprocessing that can be described as "highly radioactive" materials; and fuel
cladding and activated metal fuel hardware.
3.3.1 Aqueous Waste Streams
The various waste streams of the aqueous UREX+ process are listed in Table 3-3. According the
estimates on the amount of waste produced from 1 MTHM of fuel, the total amount of HLW
will be as much as 0.622 MT or 1.042 M3. Another report (AFCI, 2005) described the expected
waste in general terms, estimating the amount to be HLW/year: 230 tonne glass, LLW/year:
1900 tonne U; 660 tonne cladding; 10 tonne cesium-strontium waste, Secondary waste/year:
3.5 tonne used equipment, Net Chemical Consumption/year: 7 tonne reagents; 124 tonne glass
frit.
3.3.2 Pyroprocess Waste Streams
The various waste streams of the pyroprocess are listed in Table 3-4. According the estimates
on the amount of waste produced from 1 MTHM of fuel, the total amount of HLW will be as
much as 4.298 MT or 1.096 M3. All of the major waste streams from the electrochemical
process are HLW or GTCC. Another report (AFCI, 2005) described the expected waste in
general terms, estimating the amount to be HLW/year: 490 tonne ceramic waste form,
LLW/year: 1900 tonne U; 660 tonne cladding; 10 tonne cesium-strontium waste, Secondary
waste/year: 2.1 tonne used equipment, Net Chemical Consumption/year: 420 tonne zeolite and
glass; 80 tonne salt.
Table 3-2 Waste Forms of Aqueous (UREX+) and Electrochemical (Echem) Fuel Cycles
(Gombert, 2008)
Waste Form(s)
Waste Stream UREX- Echem
Tc Metal Alloy, possibly containing Metal Alloy containing UDS and
UTDS and transition metal FP. Alloy transition metal FP. Alloy may contain
may require Zr/Fe. which could come cladding, and may require supplemental
from cladding and hardware. Zr or Fe, which could come from
additional cladding and hardware. Will
also contain used metal fuel baskets
used in electro-reduction and used
niobium crucibles.
Cs/Sr Glass or Ceramic. process design Glass-bonded sodalite. May contain 1m91
should consider ramifications of high and possible "C carried over from
heat. high radioactivity, powder electro-reduction. May also contain
handling should be avoided. May be lanthanide fission products if the two
combined with lanthanide stream if streams are combined.
both are to be disposed of in the same
location.
Ln Glass- borosilicate glass if Borosilicate glass if segregated.
segregated as separate Ln stream. Glass-bonded sodalite if combined with
May be combined with Cs/Sr and/or Cs/Sr.
transition metal fission products.
FP Metal alloy potentially combined with Included in metal waste form with Tc
Tc and UDS. described above.
Borosilicate 2lass if combined with
lanthanides (potentially in
combination with Cs/Sr).
UDS Metal alloy potentially combined with Included in metal waste form with Tc
Tc and FP. described above.
Metals- Compacted metal. Compacted metal.
Cladding/Hardware Metal ingot if cost effective or Metal ingot if cost effective or required
required for disposal. for disposal.
Tritium Grouted tritiated water (HTO). Grouted tritiated water (HTO).
Iodine Encapsulated silver zeolite. Glass-bonded sodalite w/Cs/Sr and/or
lanthanide FP.
Carbon-14 Grouted Na2/CaCO3. Grouted Na2/CaCO3 with residual in
glass-bonded sodalite w/Cs/Sr and/or
lanthanide FP.
Kr Decayed in fuel then released. Decayed in fuel then released.
Pressurized gas cylinder w/wo Xe if Pressurized gas cylinder w/wo Xe if
fuel storage is insufficient. fuel storage is insufficient.
Table 3-3 Amounts and Disposal of UREX+ Wastes per MTHM (Gombert, 2008)
Waste Waste Form Density MT Mi3  Waste Loadmig wt% Waste Form Mass MT Waste Volume m3  Disposal
Stream g MTIHM Type Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo Hi Lo Hi Options
Hydrogen 5.90E-00 Grouted HTO 2.1 2,5 25 30 1.SE-04 2.1E-04 7.1E-05 1.OE-04 Decav/LLW
Iodine 3.92E+02 Encapsulated 2.1 2.5 2 6.9 5.7E-03 2-OE-02 2.3E-03 9.3E-03 GTCC
Zeohte II
Krypton 5.31E+02 Gas 1-50 atm 0.004 0.185 9 100 5.3E-04 5.7E-03 2.9E-43 1.5E+00 Decay
Carbon 1.31E-03 Grouted CaCO 3 2 1 2.5 6 10 4.8E-02 8 OE-02 1.9E-02 3.SE-02 GTCC
If Cs Sr are separated. and the balance of transition metal FP can be reduced to metals the following three waste forms are made possible. The FP stream
includes iron added during separations and this iron replaces the iron needed to make the Tc metal alloy, thus there is essentially no increase in volume The
lanthanides can be stabihzed m high waste loading glass.
Cs Sr 7 99E-03 Glass-Ceramic 1 5 4.0 20 50 1 6E-02 4.OE-02 4.0E-03 2-7E-02 Decay HLW
LLW
TcUDS FP* 4.33E+04 Metal Alloy 7.6 8.2 40 85 5.1E-02 liE-01 6.2E-03 1.4E-02 HLWGTCC
Ln 1.59E-04 Glass 3.0 4.0 30 60 2.6E-02 5.3E-02 6.6E-03 1 SE-02 HLW GTCC
If the metalhc FP are not reduced to metal they will be immobilized with the lanthanides in glass, thereby increasing the glass volume 6-8x. The Te metal
alloy will require addition of iron rossiblv from the activated hardware stream The hardware stream would be reduced accordingly.
Ln FP* 4.84E-04 Glass 2.5 3,2 20 30 1.6E-01 2.4E-01 5.0E-02 9 7E-01 HLW GTCC
Hulls 2.5 E+05 Metal 4.6 6.6 93 100 2.5E-01 2.7E-01 3.SE-02 59E-02 HLW GTCC
Hardware 5.65E-04 Metal 4.6 6.6 93 100 5.7E-02 6.1E-02 8.6E-03 1.3E-02 GTCC
Notes:
Hydrogen (HTO) stream includes estimate of humidity in dred voloxidation sweep gas, tntium disposed as cemented tntiated water without sorbent
Iodine stream also captures bromine. halogens captured on silver zeolite and encapsulated (potentially grouted)
Krypton waste loading reflects low end contaminated with Xe, high-end captured pure. stored for decay as compressed gas
Carbon stream also captures natural CO, from dissolver aeration, disposed as grouted carbonate
Cs Sr stream includes Ba and Rb stabihzed as ceramic or glass for decay storage
*Technetium reduced to metal and alloyed with UDS/transition metal FP portion of Zr cladding/portion of SS hardware. high waste loading dominated by Fe from FeSO4
Lanthanides vitrified as borosilicate glass
*Ln+FP stream includes iron added as TRUEX reagent. Assumes sulfur can be volatilized during vitrification, captured in Offgas and disposed as LLW.
UDS combied in Tc alloy waste form, Tc UDS/FP waste loading could approach 85% because this waste is dominated by Fe added in separations,. sulfur is purged
Hulls and hardware based on PWR fuel, compacted as low density or melted to yield high density, 93% reflects metals added to lower melting point if metals are melted.
Table 3-4 Amounts and Disposal of Echem Wastes per MTHM (Gombert, 2008)
All mass in Mass from Mass from Density Wast Waste Form Mass Waste
MT'MTHM Fuel Separations Waste Form MT in
3  Loading MT Volume m Disposal
Stream
Metals, 8.79E-01 1 1OE-01 Metal Alloy 7.75 100% 9.88E-01 1.27E-01 HLW GTCC
Cs Sr I.E-02 4 54E-01 Glass-bonded 24 330% 1.43E-00 5.97E-01 HLW GTCCI SSE-02 '4~ineral E-l IL\TC
Ln '.47E-02 0 00E-00 Glass 4 50% 4 95E-02 1 24E-02 HLW GTCC
Cs Sr and La fors can be considered separately as above or as one form as shown below, but not both.
Li Cs Sr3  4.36E-02 4.72E-01 Gla-onded 2.4 33% 1.56E-00 6.51E-01 HLW GTCC
SS Hardware4  1. 75E+00 0.OOE-00 Compacted 5.5 100% 1.75E-00 3.SE-01 GTCCMetal
Notes:
Waste.'MTHM cannot be compared directly to aqueous wastes. fast reactor fuel used was for 107 GWd/MTHM or roughly 2x the electrical generation as the 51 GWdMTHMs!
fuel used in Table 2.
Waste forms for gaseous radionuclides are simular to those shown in Table 2 for aqueous reprocessing (doubled based on higher burnup) and are not duplicated here.
Waste loading calculated as mass% of radionuclides and separation process chemicals in final waste form.
'Metal waste form also incorporates SS Echem processing basket.
CSr waste form contains iodine and is likely >1OOnCig TRU. thus not potentially LLW after decay waste from separations also includes waste K.LiCI and FeCl,
'Lanthanides combined with CsSr in glass bonded sodahte if they can not be separated and put into glass.
4The SS hardware stream is activated metal from the fuel element from abovebelow the reactor core.
3.3.3 Waste Stream Comparison
While the estimated HLW volumes for both the aqueous and electrochemical processes are
approximately equal, the loading of the electrochemical waste is greater, so the mass is greater
than the aqueous HLW (Gombert, 2008) (AFCI, 2005). The LLW, which is significantly cheaper
to dispose of, is estimated to be approximately equal for both technologies (AFCI, 2005).
Therefore, based on the estimated waste stream quantities and costs, and assuming that both
cycles process fast reactor fuel (not just the electrochemical process as noted in Table 3-4), the
electrochemical reprocessing has a greater waste disposal cost.
3.4 Proliferation Resistance
While a formal comparison of safeguard costs for each of the fuel reprocessing cycles is as of
yet unavailable, a high level comparison of the processes can be made to identify
characteristics of each one that would have a significant effect on the cost security and
safeguards.
The aqueous process is continuous, so materials are always flowing. In the pyroprocess, the
reprocessing is performed in batches. The continuous process is more vulnerable to the
subversion of materials because accounting for the materials is more difficult and there is the
potential to divert small amounts of material throughout the process. With the batch process,
accounting is easier because there is a clear start and finish to the reprocessing of one batch
and the material can be accounted for at both ends. Because of this feature, less effort and
money will likely be needed for safeguards in a pyroprocessing plant than in an aqueous plant.
Another factor that would affect the cost differential between the aqueous process and
pyroprocessing is the location of the facility. If both reprocessing facility types are designed to
be either centralized or collocated, then the bulk of the cost of safeguards would be
comparable. If, however, the aqueous reprocessing facility is more likely to centralized and the
pyroprocessing facility is more likely to be collocated, as described by Lineberry and Allen, then
there would be additional safeguards costs for the aqueous facility. For the collocated facility,
additions need to be made to the security personnel and structures that are present at the
plant, but, for the centralized facility, an entirely new safeguards security staff and support
system would need to be acquired, thus increasing the cost more than a collocated facility.
3.5 Overall Economic Comparison
The aqueous process will require less technological development, and therefore less
investment in adaptation to fast reactors, and less time spent in optimizing the process once in
place, than the pyroprocess. Also, the estimates of HLW produced by each process indicate
that the aqueous process will produce less waste, therefore incurring fewer waste disposal
expenses, than the pyroprocess. One cost disadvantage to the aqueous process, however, is
that proliferation resistance efforts will likely need to be greater than the pyroprocess because
the aqueous process is continuous while the pyroprocess is performed in batches. Accounting
is more difficult and diversion of materials would be easier with the aqueous process, so a
greater investment would be needed in safeguards. This cost differential, however, may not be
significant since considerable safeguards will be required in any case. Based on these factors,
the aqueous process appears to be the least costly.
Another potential disadvantage for the aqueous process is that, based on the plant description
(Lineberry & Allen), the throughput of the aqueous plant is much greater than the
pyroprocessing plant, which indicates that the capital cost will be greater for the aqueous
facility because its physical size will be greater. If the throughput demand is large enough to
meet the capacity, the additional capital cost will not be a disadvantage, but if the demand is
less than the capacity, the additional capital cost will be a disadvantage. Also, centralized
facilities have economies of scale but transportation and storage operations whereas collocated
facilities are smaller but avoid many transportation and storage requirements. Consequently,
there are non-obvious tradeoffs between these two options.
This thesis is to help inform the fuel choice for the SFR - either metallic or oxide. From a fuel
cycle perspective, the economic analyses done to date seems to support the oxide fuel cycle
since the technology is available, waste streams are lower, and the waste more readily
disposable. However, should the pyroprocess be developed to a commercial scale, it offers the
simplicity in operation and smaller size and ultimately could be more economic in the long run
even though it is a batch process estimated to cost more than current aqueous processes. The
fuel cycle component of the overall cost of electricity is relatively low and the potential
advantages of metallic fuel from the capital cost of the reactor may influence the final decision.
3.6 Other Fuel Cycle Issues
Other factors, besides the type of reprocessing, can affect the fuel cycle cost in the SFR
economic model. The current fuel cycle price used in the SFR G4ECONS cost model is based on
the pyroprocessing system, with the fuel facility collocated with the reactor. Another option,
however, is for the fuel facility to be centralized and serve several SFR plants. The estimated
costs for these two options are given in Table 3-5 and have been converted from 1994 to 2007
dollars (Gokcek, 1995).
Table 3-5 Fuel Cycle Costs: Centralized versus Collocated, for 2-Block Plant in 2007$
Reprocessing Facility Location Fuel Cycle Costs (mills/kW-hr) Total LUEC (mills/kW-hr)
Collocated Fuel Facility (SFRF) 15.15 94.73
Centralized Fuel Facility (LWR 13.29 92.87
SFPS and CFRF)
Using a centralized facility can save approximately two million 2007$ on the fuel cycle costs,
which translates to a 2% savings on the LUEC. What is not included in this cost savings estimate
is the extra cost that would be associated with safeguarding the materials while they are in
transit between the reactor and the reprocessing facility. It is also possible that regulation or
regional demand would dictate the whether the collocation or centralized facilities are chosen.
Another way that the fuel cycle cost can be affected is by modeling spent LWR fuel as a
commodity in an LWR/SFR symbiotic relationship. If it is assumed that there is mix of LWR and
SFR plants and the price paid for electricity is the same regardless of the source, and values are
assigned to all of the components of electricity cost except for spent fuel, it can be shown that
SFR plants would be paid to accept spent fuel; by equating the price of electricity coming from
both LWRs and SFRs and treating spent LWR fuel as having an unknown value, the value of the
spent fuel can be solved for (De Roo & Parsons, 2009). The result, using this assumption (which
include metallic fuel and pyroprocessing), is the scenario in which LWR plants would pay for SFR
plants to accept spent fuel, so that the fuel cycle costs for SFR plants is negative (the front-end
fuel costs are negative and greater than the positive back-end fuel cycle costs). Some of the
high capital costs of the fast reactor are being charged back to the light water reactor as a price
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for disposing of the light reactor's wastes. This is different model entirely from the current one
because the fuel cycle costs are negative. Assuming the fuel cycle costs were zero would give
16% savings for the SFR LUEC.
3.7 Fuel Cycle Economics Summary
While the exact cost of the aqueous and pyroprocessing fuel cycle alternatives are unknown, a
comparison of several factors can be made to determine a qualitative ranking of the two
options and to determine other factors that would have a financial impact on fuel cycle costs
for an SFR.
The aqueous process is far more technically developed than the pyroprocess; the reprocessing
technologies currently in use for LWR spent fuel reprocessing provide the basis for the aqueous
process, while the pyroprocess has yet to be demonstrated on a large scale. The waste stream
costs, which could play a significant role in the choice of fuel cycle as geological disposal space
may still be quite limited by the time of SFR construction, are estimated to be lower for the
aqueous process than for the pyroprocess, based on the volume of HLW for each option.
Proliferation costs are estimated to be similar for either type of reprocessing facility, although
there may be some additional costs for the aqueous process because material accounting may
be more difficult in such a facility. Based on these factors alone, the aqueous process is more
economical, but fuel performance and safety concerns may have a greater influence on the
final choice of process. Lastly, other considerations must be made when pricing the fuel cycle,
such as collocation of the facility versus centralization, the source of spent fuel (LWR, SFR, or
both), and the anticipated mix of reactor types in the U.S. at the time the decision is made.
4 Operations and Maintenance
In the choice of technology alternatives for sodium cooled fast reactors, there are two
fundamental choices - loop and pool type reactors. Both have operated but obtaining
operating experience data is difficult. In the US the EBR-1l and the FFTF operated for a number
of years but records are hard to obtain. In Europe and Russia, similar difficulties exist. Known
problems in operations and maintenance include dealing with sodium leaks and hardware
issues with reactor head seals. While the designs of sodium cooled systems have evolved
taking some of these issues in consideration, the economic success of SFRs will depend on
achieving similarly high capacity factors as light water reactors. It is hoped that the operational
experience can be collected to provide additional insights into design features that would
improve the operational efficiency of sodium cooled fast reactors. The section below describes
what has been able to be found in the published literature.
4.1 ALMR O&M Assumptions
The basis for the ALMR O&M cost estimates are visits to and evaluations of LWR and HWR
plants, experimental LMR facilities, and a coal-fired plant. In addition, a bottom-up approach
was taken to evaluate the manpower requirements for maintenance, inspection, and refueling
activities (Gokcek, 1995).
Since the nuclear island and balance-of-plant are separate in the ALMR design, the goal is for
the BOP O&M costs to be equal to those of a coal-fired plant. However, it was found that the
overall O&M costs of a nuclear facility are 10 times higher than for a coal-fired facility, which
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corresponds to approximately 10 times higher staffing rate. Incorporating coal plant operating
experience into BOP O&M is an area for cost reduction.
When making comparisons to other reactor types, the specific features of the ALMR were
considered, such as passive safety features, sodium coolant instead of water, and modular
construction.
The 1994 staffing estimates put the ALMR at 0.31 employees per MWe, which was comparable
with other well-run domestic and foreign nuclear facilities.
The approach of design standardization that is part of the ALMR program provides for some
decreases in O&M costs that are similar to the experiences of French utilities versus American
utilities. Staffing can be reduced due to standardization in the following areas: centralization of
a variety of functions; training; centralized planning of maintenance programs. The ALMR
program claims to be able to avoid the inflated staffing numbers seen in US LWRs which are not
seen in other, foreign nuclear programs.
The cost of maintenance materials included in the O&M costs only covers replacement items,
expendable materials, and services that are utilized in maintaining the plant, but the O&M costs
in the economic model do not include large replacement items and improvements. The annual
expense for maintenance materials is estimated to be equal to the annual salaries for
maintenance staff.
The cost estimates for supplies and expenses (makeup materials, chemicals, gases, lubricants,
office and personnel supplies, monitoring and record supplies, training, data processing, rents,
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and waste management) are scaled down from LWR costs because of the smaller plant size,
passive safety features, and lower levels of radioactivity.
4.2 ALMR Staffing Levels
One of the largest contributors to the O&M costs is the number of staff employed at the plant.
Estimates of the staffing levels are on par with those of LWRs and the staff numbers are given
in Table 4-1. Other O&M costs are shown in Table 4-2. For both tables, each power block
produces 622 MWe.
Table 4-1 ALMR Estimated On-Site Staffing (Gokcek, 1995)
Number of Persons
First plat NOAKI PLn
ob Title IBRock M*1 i I 2Ilck Bkocks
Adminisrative Division
Envrnmma1n Contro
Euneg, Plan. & PbL Rel.
Training
Safety and Fe Protection
Admin & Fina=ce Services
MIS Servic
Heaeh evic
Subtaltal
Operatons DivsOn
Manaer
Shift SUpror
Results Enpneerng
Subotal
MaintenancenDivision
Manager
Supervision
Diagnstic EangWira
Crafts (Oech. eie,. 1&Ca,1)
Ananafud Peak Mae c
Ananslzed Refnefing
Radwaste
Quality Assurance
Gronds & Houskeeping
Warewuse
Subtotal
Technical Division
Manager
Reactor Engmneerng
Radochem & Water Chemistry
Lioceaing & Rg, Assuwra
Enginecriag
Technicians
Realth Physics
Sublotal
Total On-site Staff
Total Ammautizd Contrct Labor
Total Less Arnualized Contract Labor
I
107 90 116 142
1 1 1 1
20 is 15 Is
30 30 50 70
3 2 2 2
54 43 68 88
I I1 I I
20 18 22 26
3 3 3 3
70 48 84 120
21 13 23 33
7 5 7 9
6 6 8 10
5 5 7 9
8 8 12 16
8 3 13 13
7 7 9 11
156 122 189 256
1 1 1 1
2 2 3 4
9 9 is 21
5 3 4 5
15 1) 15 19
8 4 8 12
14 12 15 1
54 42 61 80
372
28
344
303
1
285
435
30
405
567
42
525
Total On-sute Staff (Empoyw/MWe) 10.60 049 10.35 0.30
*Annualized vraucs are based on contracting for labor during peak times
Table 4-2 Estimated Annual Non-fuel Operation and Maintenance Costs (January 1994
Dollars) (Gokcek, 1995)
First Plant NOAK Plant
I Block I Block 2 Blocks 3 Blocks
No. of Power Blocks
Plant Capacity. MW(e)
Capacity Factor, %
Annual Generation, 10E6 MWh/year
On-site Staff
Off-site Support Staff
Digect ower Generation Costs (10E6 $year)
On site Staff
Maintenance Materials
Fixed
Variable
Subtotal
Supplies and Expenses
Fixed
Variable
Subtotal
Off-site Support Services
Subtotal Direct Power Gen. Costs
Fixed
Variable
Subtotal Direct Costs
Adtinistragive awd Gowenl Costs (10E6 $/vear)
Pension and Benefits
Nuclear Regulator Fees
Nuclear Insurance Premiurns
Other Administrative and General Expenses
Subtotal Indirect Costs
Total ANuaO&M Cost
Fixed
Variable
Total (10E6 $/year)
Total (mills/kWh)
1
622
83
4.52
372
30
19.6
4.4
1.5
5.8
1
622
86
4.69
303
40
15.9
3,2
1.0
4.3
2
1244
86
9.37
435
60
22.8
5.0
1.7
6.7
11.3
1.5
3
1866
86
14.06
567
80
29.5
6.8
2.3
9.1
16.9
2.1
7.4 6.4 12.6 19.0
5,6 4.5 6,8 9.1
36.4 29.3 45.8 62.3
2.1 1,8 3.1 4.4
38.5 31.1 49.0 66.7
5.7 4.7 6.8 8.8
3.0 1.6 3.0 4.6
4.5 4.5 6.4 8,2
5.7 4.7 7.3 10.0
19.1 15.3 23.5 31.6
55.5 44.7 69.3 94.0
2.1 1.8 3.1 4.4
57.6
12.7
46.5
9,9
72.5
7.7
98.3
7.0
The expected O&M costs are modeled in G4ECONS and are comparable to LWR costs; LWR
O&M costs are estimated to be 9.35 mills/kW-hr and 11.93 mills/kW-hr for the SFR (Nitta,
2009). Therefore, differences between SFR and LWR O&M costs are likely to arise due to
incidents during operations and the difficulty of maintenance and repairs. The following
section outlines the experience with SFR plants and describes the reasons for any issues and
causes of less than optimal availability.
4.3 SFR Operating Experience
The French SFRs Phenix and Superphenix plants have accumulated decades of operating
experience and have experienced several significant events. These events have been analyzed
in order to develop a series of lessons learned and recommendations for future design and
operation of SFRs (Sauvage, 2009).
A summary of the operating performance is as follows. The steam generators in the Phenix
plant experienced five sodium-water reactions, four of which were due to a combination of a
design fault and an inappropriate operating procedure. The fifth was due to a manufacturing
fault. As a result of these incidents, detection speed and reliability, and materials and
fabrication quality were improved, among other things. The modular design of the Phenix
steam generator also aided the assessment and repair of the tubes. The Phenix plant had an
availability of 75%, with the main unavailability being due to intermediate heat exchangers and
steam generators as well as the electricity generation facility. The Superphenix plant had a
lifetime capacity factor of only 6.3%, but, during its last year of operation, the availability rate
was 95%, excluding scheduled outages.
Based on the acquired knowledge from the operation of these two French reactors, certain
factors were identified which ease the operation of an SFR: no pressurization of the primary
coolant; high thermal inertia of primary cooling and intermediate systems; controlling the
power by a single control rod position; no xenon effect; no soluble neutron poison. The
experience indicates that there is no problem or difficulty during reactor operation, but fuel
assembly movements pose problems.
Experience with maintenance and inspection programs at the Phenix and Superphenix reactors
have revealed many difficulties. In general, the recommendation for future reactors is that
they be "simple and robust". It should be possible to control and inspect any component or
structure where failure might harm the operation or safety of the plant. In-service monitoring,
inspection, and repair methods should influence the design phase so that implementation of
these methods when the plant is constructed is facilitated by the physical design. Also during
the design phase, consideration should be made to allow the replacement or repair of any
equipment that is foreseen to incur breakdowns. Taking into account these considerations
during the planning stages will allow for more efficient and cost effective operation once the
plant is built, even if small increases in the capital cost are required.
Therefore, effective planning of the SFR design in order to facilitate maintenance and repairs,
combined with the inherent features of the SFR that ease operations, can lead to O&M costs
that are comparable or less than LWR costs. The biggest obstacle to economic gains in the
O&M category is the lack of experience in operating this type of plant and the low availability
that is a result. However, by the time that commercial plants are built, there should be
extensive experience with prototype models so that commercial plants are able to achieve high
availability fractions and there should be no significant differences in O&M costs, as compared
to LWR plants.
5 Conclusions
Previous work was done to create a baseline capital cost model for the SFR with which case
studies were performed to identify ways to decrease the capital costs while maintaining safety
and performance. This thesis expanded on the capital cost model to include uncertainty
analysis, and qualitative cost evaluations were performed for the fuel cycle and O&M costs.
An uncertainty model was developed from the available data for capital account costs, the
point estimate and the contingency. A reasonable model was created by assuming the capital
account costs to be lognormal distributions and assigning the point estimate as the 10 th
percentile and the contingency amount as the standard deviation for each of the accounts. The
resulting Total Capital Cost distribution fits the mental model of cost estimating practices for
designers; uncertainties are quantified in the cost estimating process and the final price for the
reactor includes these contingency amounts and reflects the designer's confidence in its ability
to complete the project within a certain range of the estimated cost. The Total Cost
Distribution determined in this thesis has the best estimate without contingency below the 10th
percentile, the best estimate plus contingency near the 50 th percentile, and the 90 th percentile
equal to 110% of the best estimate plus contingency.
Statistical analysis was performed on the SFR capital cost distribution and an assumed LWR
capital cost distribution. The purpose of this exercise was to determine the statistical
significance of the difference between the expected LWR and SFR capital costs for given mean
costs and standard deviations. The result is that the estimated cost of the SFR is greater than
the expected LWR cost and the difference is statistically significant.
While fuel cycle costs for the reprocessing alternatives, aqueous and pyroprocessing, are largely
unknown, some comparison was made between the two of several factors that could influence
the cost. Based on technical development and waste stream costs, the aqueous process is
thought to be more economical. The capital costs of the facility and safeguards costs are
thought to be comparable for both fuel cycle schemes. Other factors, such as the symbiotic
relationship between LWRs and SFRs and the location of the facility, could have significant
effects on the fuel cycles cost component of the total cost of electricity for an SFR.
Based on SFR operating experience, there have been several O&M issues unique to the SFR
design which have the potential to increase O&M costs. It is estimated, however, that O&M
costs comparable to LWR O&M costs can be achieved based on expected future experience and
lessons-learned with prototypes, a design optimized for ease of maintenance and repair, and
inherent features of the SFR; the expectation is that there will be no necessary O&M cost
differentials between LWRs and SFRs if best practices are followed and sufficient experience is
accumulated.
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